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Chemical solution deposition (CSD) of K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN) thin films on silicon-based substrates is an interesting technology
for fabrication of lead-free ferroelectric thin films. Here, we report on improved ferroelectric and dielectric properties of
KNN thin films prepared by CSD through Ca2+-doping and Ca2+-Ti4+ (CaTiO3) co-doping. Undoped KNN, 0.5 mol% Ca2+-doped
and 0.5 mol% CaTiO3-doped KNN films were deposited on platinized silicon substrates by aqueous CSD. X-ray diffraction of
the films as well as powders, prepared from the precursor solutions, confirmed that the three KNN materials were single
phase solid solutions. A smaller grain size was observed for the doped relative to undoped KNN films. In contrast to the pure
KNN films, the Ca2+- and CaTiO3-doping was observed to promote ferroelectric switching, with a low leakage current and
remnant polarization of 6.37±0.47 and 7.40±0.09 μC cm-2 of the Ca2+- and CaTiO3-doped films, respectively. The dielectric
constants of the films were among the highest measured for KNN films from CSD and span from 1800 to 3200 at 1 kHz.

Introduction
Potassium sodium niobate-based (K0.5Na0.5NbO3, KNN)
piezoelectric ceramics have received considerable attention as
an environmentally friendly alternative to lead zirconate
titanate-based materials (PbZrxTi1-xO3, PZT)1–4. Lead-free, nontoxic and biocompatible alternatives to PZT are especially
important for in vivo biomedical applications5, and KNN has
shown promising results in biocompatibility tests6–13. Materials
in form of thin films are desired in many of these applications
and there has been a considerable focus on development of
KNN thin films14–16. To bring lead-free piezoelectric ceramics to
the marked, economically viable large-scale industrial
fabrication routes are required2. Chemical solution deposition
(CSD) is a cheap and reliable synthesis technique capable of
high-volume production of oxide thin films17. Synthesis of KNN
thin films via CSD is usually performed using niobium ethoxide
and alkali ethoxides or acetates as precursors, and 2methoxyethanol as the solvent 18–49. In only a few studies other
solvents have been used, e.g. propionic acid50, ethanol51,
water52–57 and other58,59. Due to low cost and the ubiquity of Si
in electronics, platinized silicon (SiPt, Pt/TiO 2/SiO2/Si) is by far
the most used substrate in ferroelectric oxide thin film CSD
synthesis17. KNN thin film synthesis is no exception, and the
majority of studies of KNN thin films are based on using SiPt
substrates19–24,28–36,40–43,46–48,52,53, while a few other studies are
reported using other substrates like SiO 2/Si38,58,59, ZrO2/Si44,45,
LaNiO3/Si57, Pt/MgO39, Pt/Al2O349,58, metals50,51,54 and SrTiO3
(STO)18,25–27,37,55,56.

Compositional engineering is readily used to improve the
functional properties of bulk KNN ceramics1,4. Compositional
engineering is typically applied to reduce the leakage current in
KNN thin films by doping with Mn2+ 18–20,25,28–30,34,36,37,42,43,48 or
Co2+ 35,36, or to improve the ferroelectric properties by altering
phase boundaries using Li+ 22,27,28,31,32, Ta5+ 19,21, Li+ and Ta5+ 20,34
or Li+, Ta5+ and Sb5+ 33. Except for Ta5+, these dopants are toxic,
and alternative dopants are required when developing KNNbased ceramics for certain technologies, e.g. in vivo biomedical
applications60. Ca2+ and Ti4+ are both non-toxic, and therefore
suitable for in vivo applications61,62. Ca2+ doping is reported to
have a softening effect on the ferroelectric properties of bulk
KNN63, improve dielectric properties64 and to increase the
∗
piezoelectric coefficient (d33 or d33
) compared to undoped
63–66
KNN
. Enhanced ferroelectric performance has been
reported for bulk KNN doped with 0.55, 1 and 5 mol% CaTiO 3 67–
71. These dopants have also been reported to increase the
densification65–67,70 and to reduce ion-release from KNN in
aqueous media66. Finally, Ikeuchi et al.72 demonstrated
improved piezoelectric properties in RF magnetron sputtered
KNN films doped with 0-6.5 mol% CaTiO3.
Here, we report on improved ferroelectric and dielectric
properties of KNN thin films doped with Ca2+ and co-doping with
stoichiometric amount of Ca 2+ and Ti4+ corresponding to CaTiO3.
KNN films doped with 0.5 mol% Ca2+ and 0.5 mol% CaTiO3 were
prepared on SiPt substrates by aqueous CSD, previously applied
to fabricate KNN thin films on STO substrates56. Powders were
also prepared from the same solutions to provide information
concerning crystal structure and coarsening during thermal
annealing. We demonstrate that this doping of the KNN films
significantly improves the ferroelectric properties, which is
discussed in relation to microstructure, dielectric properties
and possible point defects in the doped KNN materials.
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Precursor solutions for the materials with the acronyms KNN,
KNN-Ca2+ and KNN-CaTiO3, summarized in Table 1, were
prepared using an aqueous malic acid-complexed niobium
solution as described previously56. The niobium solution was
prepared by first precipitating niobic acid by adding an
ammonia solution (25 wt%, VWR Chemicals, Radnor, PA, USA)
to an aqueous solution of NH4NbO(C2O4)2∙xH2O (99.99%, SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The niobic acid precipitate was
dissolved in a solution of deionized water and DL-malic acid
(99%, Sigma-Aldrich) with a molar ratio corresponding to 1:2
(Nb:malic acid). Pre-dried NaNO3 (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and
KNO3 (99%, Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA) were dissolved in
the niobium solution, and the pH was adjusted to ~7 using
ammonia solution. 5 mol% excess of Na + and K+ was used in all
the solutions, and the concentration of the Nb in the final
solutions was ~0.09 M. The KNN-Ca2+ and KNN-CaTiO3 precursor
solutions were prepared by adding solutions of Ca 2+ and Ti4+ to
the KNN solution. Ca(NO3)2∙4H2O (99%, Sigma Aldrich) was
dissolved in deionized water using ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA, 99%, Sigma Aldrich) as complexing agent in the ratio
of 1:2 (Ca2+:EDTA). The pH was adjusted to 8 using ammonia
solution, and the final concentration of the Ca 2+-solution was
3.23∙10-2 M. Ti-4-isopropoxide (97%, Sigma-Aldrich) was
dissolved in deionized water at 80 °C using citric acid (CA, 99%,
Sigma Aldrich) as complexing agent with a ratio of 1:3 (Ti4+:CA).
The pH was adjusted to 8 using ammonia solution, and the final
concentration of the Ti4+-solution was determined by
thermogravimetric analysis to be 7.52∙10 -1 M.
The solutions were deposited on platinized silicon (SiPt,
Pt(111)/TiO2/SiO2/Si(100), SINTEF MiNaLab, Oslo, Norway)
substrates. Prior to the deposition, the substrates were
activated in an oxygen plasma cleaner (Femto, Diener
Electronics, Ebhausen, Germany) to increase the wettability.
The deposition by spin coating was performed using a spin
coater
(WS-400A-6NPP/C-1,
Laurell
Technologies,
Montgomery, PA, USA), operating at 3500 rpm for 40 s. The
deposited films were dried on a hotplate at 200 °C for 3 min and
pyrolyzed on a rapid heating plate (descried in 56) at 550 °C for
5 min using a heating rate of 100 °C min-1. The deposition and
heat treatment were repeated 15 and 30 times. The films were

post-annealed at 700 °C for 10 min using a heating rate of
100 °C min-1.
KNN powders were prepared by drying the precursor solutions
at 160 °C for 8 h. The dried precursor solutions were calcined
and coarsened in air at 700 and 850 °C, respectively, for 4 h (LT
15/12/P330, Nabertherm, Lilienthal, Germany).
Characterization
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the powders were recorded
using Cu Kα radiation (D8 Advance, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA).
Gracing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD, D8 Advance, Bruker)
of the films were recorded using Cu Kα radiation and a 2°
incidence angle, while conventional Bragg-Brentano XRD of the
films were measured using monochromatic Cu Kα radiation
(D5005, Siemens, Karlsruhe, Germany). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Ultra 55, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen,
Germany) of the thin films was performed using an in-lens
detector and acceleration voltage of 10 kV. For electric
characterization of the films, Pt top electrodes (thickness 100
nm) with diameters of 0.5 and 1.0 mm, were deposited by ebeam evaporation (Custom ATC-2200V, AJA International Inc.,
Scituate, MA, USA) through a shadow mask. Prior to the
measurements, the films with the electrodes were heat treated
at 400 °C for 2.5 h in flowing oxygen (AccuThermo AW-610,
Allwin21, Morgan Hill, CA, USA). Film polarization and
capacitance as a function of electric field at room temperature
were analyzed with a piezoelectric evaluation system (aixACCT,
Aachen, Germany). Relative permittivity as a function of
temperature and frequency was studied using AC impedance
spectroscopy (Alpha-A High Performance Frequency Analyzer,
Novocontrol Technologies, Montabaur, Germany) with a rapid
heating plate as temperature controller56.

Table 1: Overview of the chemical compositions and acronyms of the KNN-based thin films prepared in this work.

Acronym

Chemical formula

Doping

KNN
KNN-Ca2+
KNN-CaTiO3

(K0.5Na0.5)NbO3
(K0.495Na0.495Ca0.005)NbO3
(K0.4975Na0.4975Ca0.005)Nb0.995Ti0.005O3

0.5 mol% Ca2+
0.5 mol% Ca2+ and 0.5 mol% Ti4+

Results
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The powders calcined at 700 and 850 °C were phase pure based
on the diffraction patterns shown in Figure 1. All the Bragg
reflections can be assigned to monoclinic KNN, and Pawley fits
of the diffraction patterns are summarized in Table S.1 in
Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI). A coarsening was
observed for the powders going from 700 to 850 °C especially
for undoped KNN (Table S.1), while no major changes in the unit
cell parameters were observed by increasing the calcination
temperature. A minor contraction of the unit cell volume and
the c lattice parameter, and an increase in β-distortion of the
unit cell, was observed due to the doping (Table S.1), but no
apparent change in symmetry by doping can be inferred from
the diffraction patterns.

Polarization-electric field loops measured using a frequency of
10 Hz and an electric field bias of 100 kV cm -1 are given in
Figure 4. Ferroelectric polarization switching is observed for the
doped films (KNN-Ca2+, KNN-CaTiO3), demonstrated by the
onset of polarization saturation at increasing field and switching
current spikes in the current flux shown in the inset in Figure 4.
Ferroelectric polarization switching was not observed for the
undoped KNN film, irresectable of the frequency and field
applied.

Figure 1: XRD patterns of powders from precursor solutions calcined at 700 and 850 °C,
respectively, for 4 h. Percent increase in crystallite size from 700 to 850 °C is marked in
the figure above each composition. Reference pattern for K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (blue, PDF card
00-061-031573) is included.

Electron micrographs of cross sections and the top surfaces of
the three different KNN films are shown in Figure 2. Dense and
uniform films were successfully deposited on the SiPt
substrates. An average thickness of ~11 nm per deposition was
inferred from the SEM images. The top surface of the films
(insets Figure 2) demonstrate coarser grains in the undoped
KNN film (~85 nm) compared to the films doped with Ca2+ and
CaTiO3 (~70 and ~60 nm respectively). No evidence for
columnar growth was observed in the cross sections, in
agreement with the polycrystalline nature of the films as
discussed below.
GIXRD patterns of the films after pyrolysis (550 °C) and
annealing (700 °C) presented in Figure 3 show only reflections
indexed to KNN and the films appeared phase pure and
polycrystalline. The low degree of texture and polycrystalline
nature of the films was confirmed by conventional XRD for the
undoped KNN film, shown in Figure S.3.
The ferroelectric behaviour of the films was analysed by
measuring polarization as a function of electric field.

Figure 2: Cross section and top-view SEM micrographs of KNN films prepared by 15
layers. (a) undoped (KNN), (b) 0.5 mol% Ca2+ doped (KNN-Ca2+) and (c) 0.5 mol% CaTiO3
doped (KNN-CaTiO3).
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The frequency dependency of polarization-electric field
hysteresis loops of the doped KNN films between 50 and 5000
Hz is presented in Figure 5. Electric field biases of 125 and
142 kV cm-1 were used for the KNN-Ca2+ and KNN-CaTiO3 films,
respectively. A decrease in polarization is observed with
increasing frequency. The remnant polarization (Pr) at 50 and
1000 Hz is 6.37±0.47 and 4.67±0.04 μC cm-2 for the KNN-Ca2+
film and 7.40±0.09 and 6.20±0.51 μC cm-2 for the KNN-CaTiO3
film. A complete list of remnant polarization (Pr), maximum
polarization (Pmax) and coercive field (Ec) from Figure 4 and 5 is
given in Table S.2 in the ESI.

Figure 3: GIXRD patterns of pyrolyzed (550 °C) and annealed (700 °C) KNN films on SiPt.
Reference pattern for K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (blue, PDF card 00-061-031573) is included. The films
were prepared by 30 repeating spin coatings.

Figure 5: Polarization as a function of electric field measured at different
frequencies for (a) Ca2+-doped and (b) CaTiO3-doped KNN films. The measured
remnant polarization plotted against frequency is provided as insets. Electric
field biases of 125 kV cm-1 (KNN-Ca2+) and 142 kV cm-1 (KNN-CaTiO3) were used
for the measurements.

Figure 4: Polarization as a function of electric field for the KNN films. Ferroelectric
polarization switching is observed for the doped films. The current fluxes during
the measurements are included in the figure. A frequency of 10 Hz and an electric
field bias of 100 kV cm-1 was used.

The capacitances of the films as a function of electric field,
displayed in Figure 6, were measured using an electric (DC) field
of 100 kV cm-1, a frequency of 500 Hz and an AC amplitude of
50 mV. The highest overall capacitance is observed in the film
doped with CaTiO3, followed by the film doped with Ca 2+.
Capacitance peaks at the coercive fields are modest and most
predominant in the CaTiO3-doped film. The dielectric loss
tangent (tan δ) for the measurement is included in the insert of
Figure 6, demonstrating low losses in all the three films.
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the permittivity at 150 °C is plotted in Figure S.4 in the ESI.

Discussion

Figure 6: Capacitance as a function of electric field for the KNN films. The loss
tangent is included as inset. An electric field of 100 kV cm-1, a frequency of 500
Hz and an AC amplitude of 50 mV was used for the measurements.

The dielectric permittivity (ε’) of the films as a function of
temperature from 150 to 420 °C is presented in Figure 7. The
data are shown for 1 kHz and an AC amplitude of 50 mV. A
shallow maximum around ~210 °C and more pronounced
maximum at 375 °C were observed for all the three
compositions. The temperature at the maxima is not
significantly shifted by doping KNN, indicating no major shift in
the phase transition temperatures of KNN by the minor doping
used in this study. Reproducible data below 150 °C could not be

Figure 7: Real part of the dielectric permittivity at 1 kHz as a function of
temperature of the three KNN films. Arrows indicate heating/cooling.
Insert: The loss tangent measured at the same frequency. An AC amplitude
of 50 mV was used in the measurements.

This study has demonstrated that both undoped and doped
KNN films can be fabricated on SiPt substrates by aqueous CSD.
The KNN films were homogenous, dense and phase pure as
demonstrated by the scanning electron micrographs (Figure 2)
and the GIXRD patterns (Figure 3). This is in line with our
previous work on KNN films using (100) oriented SrTiO 3 (STO)
single crystal substrates56 and demonstrates that the aqueous
precursor solution developed is suitable for fabricating highquality KNN films on several types of substrates. Moreover, it
was demonstrated that the aqueous precursor solution can be
chemically modified to allow for compositional engineering of
the KNN films. In this work complexes of Ca2+ and Ti4+ dissolved
in water were used as dopants, but further doping with alkaline
earth and rare earth elements should be possible. We have
shown previously that aqueous precursor solutions can be
applied to fabricate thin films of a whole range of different
functional materials ranging from ferroelectric 74,75, transparent
conducting76,77 and optical active materials78.
Based on their ionic radii79 and charge, Ca2+ and Ti4+ are
proposed to be incorporated in the KNN lattice on the A- and Bsite, respectively. Incorporation of the dopants in the KNN
perovskite lattice was confirmed since no additional reflections
in the diffraction patterns were observed for the powders from
the precursor solutions (Figure 1) or the thin films (Figure 3 and
Figure S.2). A decrease in the c lattice parameter and the unit
cell volume, and an increase in the monoclinic β-distortion of
the unit cell, were also observed in the doped KNN powders
(Figure S.1/Table S.1), supporting the formation of solid
solutions. The decrease in unit cell volume is expected due to
the smaller sizes of the dopant cations compared to the
inherent cations of KNN. The increase in crystallite size was
much more prominent for the undoped KNN powder after heat
treatment at 850 °C (Figure 1), suggesting that the doping
strongly influences the mobility of the cations and reduces the
grain growth in the doped KNN thin films (Figure 2). Suppressed
grain growth has been observed in bulk samples doped with
Ca2+ and CaTiO3 66, and in thin films doped with CaZrO 3 29 and
SrTiO3 46. The coarsening is also influenced by the alkali excess,
which has been shown to strongly promote grain growth in
KNN80. The alkali excess cannot however explain the difference
in grain growth observed for the two doped materials since all
three solutions used contained a considerable alkali excess.
The XRD patterns (Figure 3 and S.3) demonstrated that the KNN
films were polycrystalline in nature with no preferential
orientation or crystallographic texture. Textured films can
possibly be obtained by tuning the processing conditions. We
have previously reported on KNN films with (100) texture using
(100) oriented single crystal STO substrates and the same
precursor solution as used in this work56. Promoting texture in
KNN films on SiPt substrates has also been reported for both 2-
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methoxyethanol- and water-based CSD syntheses by tuning the
processing temperature or atmosphere34,57.
Ferroelectric switching was clearly observed for the doped KNN
films (Figure 4). A ferroelectric response was not observed for
the undoped KNN film at any electric fields or frequencies,
which is in line with our previous work using the same precursor
solution, where only a weak ferroelectric response was
obtained for undoped KNN films on STO substrates56.
Moreover, the hysteresis loops were also conducted at higher
electric fields without breakdown for the CaTiO3-doped films
compared to the Ca2+-doped films, resulting in higher remnant
polarizations for these two compositions (Figure 5). The
maximum remnant polarization measured for the KNN-CaTiO3
film (7.40±0.09 μC cm-2) is comparable with previous reports on
KNN thin films19,23,25,29,36,40,47,48.
Doping increases the capacitance of the KNN films by ~14.3%
(Ca2+-doping) and ~29.1% (CaTiO3-doping) at zero DC field,
according to the data presented in Figure 6. This is in
accordance with the permittivity shown in Figure 7, where the
increases in permittivity were 15.4% (Ca 2+-doping) and 32.0%
(CaTiO3-doping) at 150 °C. The values of the dielectric
permittivity of the films as a function of temperature (Figure 7)
are among the highest reported for KNN films from CSD20,21,26–
28,30,31,33,34,36,42,46,47,51,53,54 . The dielectric loss of the three films
(insets in Figure 6 and 7) showed only minor variations and were
low for all three compositions.
0.5% doping with Ca2+ and CaTiO3 only induced minor changes
in the leakage current (inset Figure 4). The round-shaped P-E
loop measured for undoped KNN (Figure 4) is a strong indication
of high leakage currents, however the leakage was initiated at
around 70 kV cm-1, which is well above the coercive field of KNN.
This demonstrates that the absence of ferroelectric switching is
not due to low resistivity of the undoped KNN film. Hagh et al.81
reported an increase in resistivity by doping with 0.5-1.5 mol%
Ba2+ in bulk KNN, implying that Ba2+ acts as a donor dopant in
KNN. A similar effect might be expected for doping with other
alkali earth metals, such as Ca 2+, but this was not observed in
the present work or in literature on bulk KNN63–65.
Only negligible changes due to doping were observed for the
phase transitions induced from the permittivity (Figure 7).
CaTiO3-doping has been reported to decrease and diffuse/blur
out the onset temperatures for the monoclinic to tetragonal
(TM-T) and tetragonal to cubic (TC) phase transitions in bulk KNN
and thereby improve ferroelectric polarization67–71. This was not
observed in this work as evident from the permittivity
measurements shown in Figure 7.
Despite a low doping concentration (0.5 mol%), a significant
effect was observed in the ferroelectric response. The origin is
suggested to be related to the dopants’ influence on the
concentration of point defects in the crystal lattice although a
difference in the dielectric loss could not be correlated with the
doping. Charged defects like oxygen vacancies are associated

with domain wall pinning and dampening of the ferroelectric
properties82,83, and doping may influence on the concentration
of oxygen vacancies. For co-doping with Ca2+/Ti4+ (CaTiO3doping), this can possibly be explained in terms of increased
energy of formation for lattice defects, as defects like oxygen
vacancies have a higher energy of formation in CaTiO 3 than in
KNbO3 84,85. For Ca2+-doping, a reduction in defect concentration
can be explained in terms of charge compensation. As
mentioned above, Ca2+ cations enter on the A-site in KNN. We
propose three possible point defect equilibria for the
incorporation of Ca2+, leading to A-site deficiency (A<B),
stoichiometric A:B ratio (A=B) or A-site excess (A>B) in ABO3. In
all cases Ca2+ on the A-site, Ca•A , will have a formal charge of +1,
which needs to be charge compensated.
1) A<B, (K,Na)1-2xCaxNbO3:
When incorporated into the lattice, Ca2+ can form A-site
deficiency according to Equation 1. Here the Ca 2+ is charge
compensated by the formation of an A-site vacancy, changing
the A:B stoichiometry corresponding to (K,Na) 1-2xCaxNbO3, as
proposed by Malic et al.65.
CaO(s) + 2AxA → A2 O(s) + Ca•A + VA′

(1)

2) A=B, (K,Na)1-xCaxNbO3+x/2:
Alternatively, Ca2+ can be incorporated in KNN according to
Equation 2, where Ca2+ is charge compensated by removal of
oxygen vacancies in the lattice. In this case, the A:B
stoichiometry is maintained (A:B = 1:1).
2CaO(s) + Nb2 O5 (s) + VO•• → 2Ca•A + 2NbxNb + 7OxO

(2)

3) A>B, (K,Na)CaxNbO3+x:
The third possibility involves charge compensation by removal
of both an A-site vacancy and an oxygen vacancy as shown in
Equation 3. This will form an excess on A-site (A>B)
corresponding to (K,Na)CaxNbO3+x.
CaO(s) + VA′ + VO•• → Ca•A + OxO

(3)

During electrical characterization, no effect from Ca 2+-doping
was observed for the current flux (Figure 4) or the dielectric
losses (insets in Figure 6 and 7), compared to undoped and
CaTiO3-doped KNN. This suggests that the overall concentration
of mobile point defects like electron holes (h•) is not affected by
Ca2+-doping, and that the minor variations in the dielectric
losses cannot be explained by the defect equilibria presented
here. However, the ferroelectric properties (Figure 4) are
improved with Ca2+-doping, and one explanation for this could
be elimination of charged defects like oxygen and alkali
vacancies, VO•• and VA′ . As mentioned, such defects can pin
ferroelectric domain walls and thereby reduce the ferroelectric
response82,83. In Equation 1, an alkali vacancy is formed, while
in Equation 2 and 3 an oxygen vacancy is removed, suggesting
that the latter mechanisms could reduce domain wall pinning.
The number of A-site and oxygen vacancies increases at
elevated temperatures due to increased evaporation of alkali
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metals86, which means that Equation 1 is most relevant for hightemperature processing of KNN. For low-temperature
processing of KNN, or when using high amounts of excess alkali
metals, Equation 2 and 3 are more likely. In this work, a low
processing temperature (700 °C, 10 min) and an alkali excess (5
mol% Na+ and K+) was used, making Equation 2 and 3 the most
plausible point defect equilibria for Ca 2+ incorporation.
Following this, Ca2+-doping is proposed to have a positive
influence on reduction of domain wall pinning in KNN, as
reflected in the improved ferroelectric properties presented in
this work (Figure 4 and 5).
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